VILLANARY PERPETRATED ON UNSUSPECTING DOOR

Attack In the Dead of Night By Desperate And Sticky Assaultors.

With the aid of vegetable glue and the HIGHLY secret formula the villain proprietors of today's roughhouse caused the following to adhere to portal of the lower office of THE TECH. (Editor's Note: An exception to unsigned communication is made because the author or authors of said gauntlet do not dare affix their signatures.)

WILLIAMAS: A certain daily handbill called THE TECH, is afraid to play technique they are trying to find an excuse to quit. (Here the narrative is broken off presumably for meditation)—afraid even of the freshmen—that they can play better ball than they and so should have the field. KNOW YE: Technique will best THE TECH up on Thursday morning and will accept no stories of theirs as an excuse for said TECH to back out.

This is the nearest transcription of the manuscript obtainable as it evidently wrenched in a disguised hand. Refutation may be unnecessary but we are going to attempt one anyhow just for practice. Firstly, this publication is not a handbill because it costs two cents and up per issue, and handbills are given away for nothing free of all charge. Secondly, in regard to baseball stars in the Class of 1917, if there are any we got 'em and any excuse for said TECH to back out is not a handbill, because it evolves an outlay of nearly fifty dollars, three of them full-page and represent an investment of material worth. In all, sixteen cuts, widely dissipated. In all, sixteen cuts, as THE TECH goes to press this morning, and the first performance of Tech Show 1914 is a thing of historical interest and value, the remaining material Likewise is of such character as to represent an investment of material worth.

For the benefit of those who have not yet secured copies, the staff promises to place the Manuscripts in the various buildings during the morning, and at the Rush this noon.

ATTN: Circulation Manager.

I am offering a 10% discount on all orders placed during the season.

My Spring and Summer importations are now complete and I invite your early inspection.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO TECH STUDENTS

I am offering a 10% discount on all orders placed during the season.

This will enable you to receive a good suit at a very low price. Every Tech man should take advantage of the above.

PRICES $35.00 up.

L. PINKOS, Tailor.
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